The Department of ECE, K.Ramakrishnan college of Engineering, Trichy has organized a webinar on “The Basics Of Antenna Design” on 19.05.2020. The webinar was delivered by the resource person Dr.R.Samson Daniel, Assistant Professor/ECE, K.Ramakrishnan College of Engineering, Trichy. Dr.D.Srinivasan, Principal of K.Ramakrishnan College of Engineering presided over the function. The welcome address was presented by Dr.M.Maheswari, HOD/ECE, KRCE to address and welcome the gathering. A total of 73 members including the Faculty and students took active participation in the webinar. The webinar was delivered in such a way that it helped the faculty and students to understand concepts of antenna parameters, design process for antenna, meta materials, design layout and simulation of patch antennas and fractal antennas.